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Left-right reversal in unicellular eukaryotes, planktonic foraminifera
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Aquatic unicellular organisms are little motile and passively disperse in general. Holoplankton, which spend their entire life-
cycle floating in the water column, are likely carried by water flow and exposed to diverse conditions of environment. Their
morphology may vary over wide distribution ranges by phenotypic plasticity or allelic variation. Among these organisms, plank-
tonic foraminifera are an excellent system to examine diversity and evolution in cellular responses to the environment because of
two reasons: (1) occurrence in every ocean and (2) visible asymmetry in coiled shell. Both left- and right-coiled forms are often
found within single morphospecies. Their coiling direction has traditionally been thought to change phenotypically depending on
environmental factors, especially water temperature, based on coil-morph distributions but without statistical evidence. Molec-
ular phylogenetic studies have revealed that morphospecies often contain multiple cryptic species. The arguments on the role
of temperature for coil reversal most probably confused cryptic species into single taxa. In the present study, we examined the
dependence of morph frequency on temperature by focusing on populations that are dimorphic for coiling direction and occur
across wide ranges of temperature.Globorotalia truncatulinoidesincludes five genetically isolated species, and each of them is
dimorphic for coiling direction. The statistically meaningful regression analysis was possible in three species that are distributed
in global ranges. The results showed that morph frequency does not depend on water temperature in warm or cold seasons or
on the annual mean temperature. Moreover, the geographic patterns of frequency variation among water masses in these species
suggest that gene flow affects morph frequency. The majority exhibits the same coiling direction among populations that inhabit
water masses connected by ocean circulation system. In contrast, morph frequency greatly varies between unconnected water
masses regardless of climatic conditions. The present results, therefore, reject temperature-dependence of coiling direction and
suggest the presence of genetic basis for coiling direction in planktonic foraminifera. Our study provides a base to explore the
evolution on left-right asymmetry in unicellular eukaryotes.
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